Session
Layout

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
• To understand ocean awareness and beach safety
concepts
• To identify and understand the SurfGroms values
and benefits

• To feel apart of the larger surfing community and
share the stoke
• To practice and develop surf skills in and out
of the water

There are available resources on the SurfGroms website to help support coaches, surf schools and benefit the participants.
You are welcome to print any of these out or place on a smart device to read prior and/or during a session.

PRE-SURF

WARM UP
• Choose a warm-up to complete (ask for contributions)
• Discuss the benefits of warming up and stretching
• Give an overview of the session (condition dependent)
• Choose a focus for this lesson (from session 2 onwards)

PRE SESSION
• Flags and trailer/van set up clearly and neatly
• Positive greeting and introduction
• Offer some pre-session activities
• Assign tasks to help (i.e. carry boards down)

YES

CORE SURF SKILLS

COACHING TIPS

FINISH UP

GOOD CONDITIONS

NO
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Identify common hazards on the beach
Demonstrate a 25m open surf swim
Explain the SurfGroms skills assessment
Explain the SurfGroms Surf skills
Give an overview of the main skills to focus on this session
Practical surf time
Discuss with the group how they went in the surf
Explain the need for practice and persistence to improve
Do any additional activities as required

• Explain the unpredictable nature of the ocean and why the session
can’t go ahead in the water today
• Identify common hazards on the beach
• Go over the ocean awareness and surf safety
• Explain the SurfGroms skills assessment – then practice
• Explain the SurfGroms Surf skills
• Practice surf skills on the beach
• Encourage the group to think about how they will use these skills in
the surf, and to get excited for when the conditions improve

•
•
•
•

Provide positive feedback to everyone in the group
Ensure everyone in the group gets time directly being coached
Bring enthusiasm and fun, especially to the first session
Discuss with the group how they think they all went and address any
questions or queries they have

• Provide parents staying with roles to help (out of the water), or give them
advice on good spots to watch and/or socialise
• Encourage the group to share their positive experiences at home and
invite their friends and family to join them
• Guide kids and parents to the logbook to follow their progress

• Review the session, and ask the group if they have any questions
• Discuss the logbooks role and importance of bringing it to each
session (check off as applicable)
• Check in on and encourage the group to keep aiming for their
program goals

• Discuss equipment – board, wetsuits, fins, leg rope types
• Give a positive farewell and remind about any at home bonus
activities in their logbook

